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Doctor Who The Missy Chronicles
Follows the transformation of gamer Ali-A, who must become a real-life hero to stop a
merciless band of aliens.
When Elisabeth Sladen debuted as journalist Sarah Jane Smith in 1973 Doctor Who
story ‘The Time Warrior’, she had no idea that the character would become one of the
most popular in the series’ history. When she quit the TARDIS in 1976, having
traversed space and time alongside Jon Pertwee and Tom Baker, the story was front
page news. But you don’t just walk away from the Doctor. Elisabeth reprised her role
many times, and went on to tour the weird and wonderful world of Doctor Who fandom.
So when TV wunderkind Russell T. Davies approached her to come back again, this
time to a show backed by multi-million pound budgets and garlanded with critical
plaudits, how could she refuse? Completed only months before her death in April 2011,
Elisabeth’s memoir is funny, ridiculous, insightful and entertaining, and a fitting tribute
to a woman who will be sadly missed by millions.
If there's one thing the Doctor ought to remember, it's this: he should never travel alone.
And to help make sure he always has someone suitably brilliant by his side, Clara has
compiled this comprehensive guide to travelling with the Doctor. Packed full of hints
and tips on topics such as introducing the Doctor to your family, packing for life on the
TARDIS and practising alien first aid, this guide will fully prepare you for life as a
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companion!
Missy’s up to her old (or new?) tricks and is plotting to retrieve the Key to Time from an
unbreakable vault. In order to do so, she attempted to break her former incarnation, the
Master, out of Stormcage prison by pretending to be her nemesis, the Doctor. But the
Master has his own agenda…
The Doctor's Companion: A person who explores time and space with the Doctor, fights
enemies with the Doctor, and often has to save the Doctor's life. If it wasn't for the
companions, the Doctor probably wouldn't have made it out of so many scrapes. To
celebrate the formidable women who have travelled in the TARDIS, dive into four
fantastic new adventures with the Doctor, starring Rose, Sarah-Jane, Clara and Bill.
Written by Jenny Colgan, Jacqueline Rayner, Dorothy Koomson and Susan Calman,
these stories are the perfect way to celebrate the Doctor's fantastic female heroines, for
fans of all ages.
Rediscover the lost Doctor Who adventure by Douglas Adams. Intergalactic war?
That’s just not cricket ... or is it? The Doctor promised Romana the end of the universe,
so she’s less than impressed when what she gets is a cricket match. But then the
award ceremony is interrupted by eleven figures in white uniforms and peaked skull
helmets, wielding bat-shaped weapons that fire lethal bolts of light into the screaming
crowd. The Krikkitmen are back. Millions of years ago, the people of Krikkit learned they
were not alone in the universe, and promptly launched a xenophobic crusade to wipe
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out all other life-forms. After a long and bloody conflict, the Time Lords imprisoned
Krikkit within an envelope of Slow Time, a prison that could only be opened with the
Wicket Gate key, a device that resembles – to human eyes, at least – an oversized set
of cricket stumps... From Earth to Gallifrey, from Bethselamin to Devalin, from Krikkit to
Mareeve II to the far edge of infinity, the Doctor and Romana are tugged into a pangalactic conga with fate as they rush to stop the Krikkitmen gaining all five pieces of the
key. If they fail, the entire cosmos faces a fiery retribution that will leave nothing but
ashes...
We are all stories, in the end . . . A stunning illustrated collection of fifteen dark and
ancient fairy tales from the world of Doctor Who. These captivating stories include
mysterious myths and legends about heroes and monsters of all kinds, from every
corner of the universe. Originally told to young Time Lords at bedtime, these twisted
tales are an enchanting read forDoctor Who fans of all ages. Written by Justin Richards
and illustrated by David Wardle.
Tiermann's World: a planet covered in wintry woods and roamed by sabre-toothed
tigers and other savage beasts. The Doctor is here to warn Professor Tiermann, his
wife and their son that a terrible danger is on its way. The Tiermanns live in luxury, in a
fantastic, futuristic, fully-automated Dreamhome, under an impenetrable force shield.
But that won't protect them from the Voracious Craw. A gigantic and extremely hungry
alien creature is heading remorselessly towards their home. When it gets there
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everything will be devoured. Can they get away in time? With the force shield cracking
up, and the Dreamhome itself deciding who should or should not leave, things are
looking desperate... Featuring the Tenth Doctor and Martha as played by David
Tennant and Freema Agyeman in the hit Doctor Who series from BBC television.
Discover the new Doctor Who classics. The key to Earth's destruction lies buried in its past.
Visiting Paris in 1979, the Doctor and Romana’s hopes for a holiday are soon shattered by
armed thugs, a suave and dangerous Count, a plot to steal the Mona Lisa and a worldthreatening experiment with time. Teaming up with a British detective, the Time Lords discover
that a ruthless alien plot hatched in Earth’s pre-history has reached its final stage. If Scaroth,
last of the Jagaroth, cannot be stopped then the human race is history, along with all life on
Earth...
Past or future, which path do you choose? Past, present and future collide as the Thirteenth
Doctor meets classic Doctor Who companion Ace – in the first epic novel from the woman who
played her, Sophie Aldred. Once, a girl called Ace travelled the universe with the Doctor – until,
in the wake of a terrible tragedy they parted company. Decades later, she is known as Dorothy
McShane, the reclusive millionaire philanthropist who heads global organisation A Charitable
Earth. And Dorothy is haunted by terrible nightmares, vivid dreams that begin just as scores of
young runaways are vanishing from the dark alleyways of London. Could the disappearances
be linked to sightings of sinister creatures lurking in the city shadows? Why has an alien
satellite entered a secret orbit around the Moon? Investigating the satellite with Ryan, Graham
and Yaz, the Doctor is thrown together with Ace once more. Together they must unravel a
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malevolent plot that will cost thousands of lives. But can the Doctor atone for her past
incarnation’s behaviour – and how much must Ace sacrifice to win victory not only for herself,
but for the Earth?
A brand new story featuring the Doctor's former companions, Ian & Barbara.
‘Even though they’re gone from the world, they’re never gone from me.’ The Doctor is many
things – curious, funny, brave, protective of her friends...and a shameless namedropper. While
she and her companions battled aliens and travelled across the universe, the Doctor hinted at
a host of previous, untold adventures with the great and the good: we discovered she got her
sunglasses from Pythagoras (or was it Audrey Hepburn?); lent a mobile phone to Elvis; had an
encounter with Amelia Earhart where she discovered that a pencil-thick spider web can stop a
plane; had a 'wet weekend' with Harry Houdini, learning how to escape from chains
underwater; and more. In this collection of new stories, Star Tales takes you on a rip-roaring
ride through history, from 500BC to the swinging 60s, going deeper into the Doctor's notorious
name-dropping and revealing the truth behind these anecdotes.
We’re all stories in the end... In this exciting collection you’ll find all-new stories spinning off
from some of your favourite Doctor Who moments across the history of the series. Learn what
happened next, what went on before, and what occurred off-screen in an inventive selection of
sequels, side-trips, foreshadowings and first-hand accounts – and look forward too, with a
brand new adventure for the Thirteenth Doctor. Each story expands in thrilling ways upon
aspects of Doctor Who’s enduring legend. With contributions from show luminaries past and
present – including Colin Baker, Matthew Waterhouse, Vinay Patel, Joy Wilkinson and
Terrance Dicks – The Target Storybook is a once-in-a-lifetime tour around the wonders of the
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Whoniverse.
All over the world, people are venting their fury at one another on social media. Dropping their
friends, giving vent to their hatred, and everywhere behaving with incredible cruelty. Even
Donna has found that her friend Hettie, with her seemingly perfect life and fancy house, has
unfriended her. And now, all over the world, internet trolls are dying... As more and more
people give in to this wave of bitterness and aggression, it's clear this is no simple case of
modern living. This is unkindness as a plague. From the streets of London to the web cafes of
South Korea and the deepest darkest forests of Rio, can the Doctor and Donna find the cause
of this unhappiness before it's too late? An original novel featuring the Tenth Doctor and
Donna, as played by David Tennant and Catherine Tate.
Philosophers look at the deeper issues raised by the adventures of Doctor Who, the main
character in the long-running science fiction TV series of the same name. Original.
Everything you think you know...is a lie. The Doctor and the Master; their conflict of light and
dark has spanned many times and faces across the universe. This collection - of five short
stories and a novella - explores the depths of darkness in the Master’s hearts; the archschemer’s secrets and sinister ambitions revealed through brand new adventures and
encounters. Join six incarnations of evil for undreamed of adventures: a quest to free alien
warlords... a dangerous mission to save a vital ally... a meeting with Bram Stoker... a shattering
of lives on a distant world... a trial of wits to gain untold power... and drop in on the Master’s
latest incarnation during his 77 years of imprisonment on Earth.

For thousands of years, epic stories have been passed down from Time Lord to
student, generation to generation. The truth of these tales was lost millennia ago, but
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the myths and legends themselves are timeless. These are the most enduring of those
tales. From the princess Manussa and her giant snake Mara, to the Vardon Horse of
Xeriphin, these stories shed light on the universe around us and the beings from other
worlds that we meet. Myths hold up a mirror to our past, present and future, explaining
our culture, our history, our hopes and fears. A collection of epic adventures from the
Time Lords’ mist-covered past, Myths and Legends is an unforgettable gallery of
heroes and villains, gods and monsters.
Embark on a strange and enchanting adventure with old foes and monsters in this
glorious crossover of Doctor Who and The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. When a sudden
tornado engulfs the TARDIS, the Thirteenth Doctor and her fam find themselves
transported to the magical land of Oz. With a damaged TARDIS and an unexpected
stowaway from the 1930s, their only hope of getting home is to follow the yellow brick
road. But when an army of scarecrows ambushes them, they quickly realise that
everything is not as it should be, and they're thrown into a fight for survival against a
mysterious enemy. As each of her companions becomes a shadow of their former
selves, only the Doctor is left standing. Desperate to save her friends, she must embark
on a perilous journey to seek help from the mysterious Wizard of Oz - and stop
whatever forces are at work before she and her friends are trapped in the fictional world
forever.
Know your frenemy. ‘I’ve had adventures too. My whole life doesn’t revolve around
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you, you know.’ When she's not busy amassing armies of Cybermen, or manipulating
the Doctor and his companions, Missy has plenty of time to kill (literally). In this all new
collection of stories about the renegade Time Lord we all love to hate, you'll discover
just some of the mad and malevolent activities Missy gets up to while she isn't
distracted by the Doctor. So please try to keep up.
Know your frenemy. 'I've had adventures too. My whole life doesn'trevolve around you,
you know.' When she's not busy amassing armies ofCybermen, or manipulating the
Doctor and his companions, Missy has plenty oftime to kill (literally). In this all new
collection of stories about therenegade Time Lord we all love to hate, you'll discover
just some of the mad andmalevolent activities Missy gets up to while she isn't distracted
by theDoctor. So please try to keep up.
She's got ice in her heart and a kiss on her lips... 1939, New York. Private Eye, Melody
Malone, is hired to find a stolen ruby, the Eye of Horus. The ruby might hold the secret
to the location of Cleopatra's tomb - but everyone who comes into contact with it dies.
Can Melody escape the ruby's curse? 1939, New York. River Song, author of the
Melody Malone Mysteries, is forced to find a reality-altering weapon, the Eye of Horus but everyone who comes into contact with it dies. River doesn't believe in curses - but
is she wrong? From the top-security confines of Stormcage to the barbarism of firstcentury Egypt, River battles to find the Eye of Horus before its powers are used to
transform the universe. To succeed, she must team up with a most unlikely ally - her
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own fictional alter ego, Melody. And together they must solve another mystery: Is fiction
changing into fact - or is fact changing into fiction?
With the Sea Devil invasion prevented, the two Doctors, along with the fam, rebel
Skithra ‘Queenie’, and human resistance leader Rose Tyler, set off to rescue Tesla
and Edison from the clutches of the menacing Skithra mothership. But will this be
enough to fix the paradox and restore their reality…?
Ashildr, a young Viking girl, died helping the Doctor and Clara to save the village she
loved. And for her heroism, the Doctor used alien technology to bring her back to life.
Ashildr is now immortal – The Woman Who Lived. Since that day, Ashildr has kept
journals to chronicle her extraordinary life. The Legends of Ashildr is a glimpse of some
of those stories: the terrors she has faced, the battles she has won, and the treasures
she has found. These are tales of a woman who lived longer than she should ever have
lived – and lost more than she can even remember. An original novel featuring the
Twelfth Doctor as played by Peter Capaldi, and Ashildr as played by Maisie Williams.
A third Doctor and Jo story in which Jo is kidnapped by the Master when she tries to get
to the bottom of some weird goings-on at UNIT. The supposed Master turns out to be
Verdigris, a sinister and powerful force whose motives must be exposed before the
Doctor can find a way to defeat him.
"Being scared is the least of your worries." The Shining Men are everywhere. You spot
them out of the corner of your eye. Abnormally tall, with long lank hair, blank faces and
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blazing eyes. If they catch you, they'll drag you away to who knows where. No one is
safe. They're on every street corner. Waiting. Watching. Shining bright. Of course it's a
hoax. It has to be, right? It started as a joke, a prank for Halloween. Then it went viral.
Idiots dressing up as monsters. Giving folk a scare. Silly masks and fright wigs. No one
gets hurt. Because bogeymen aren't real. Until people start going missing and lights
burn in the darkness. Burning like eyes. But help is on its way, in the form of a strange
man called the Doctor and his friend, Bill. The Doctor will keep us safe. The Doctor will
stop the monsters. Unless the monsters stop the Doctor first... An original novel
featuring the Twelfth Doctor and Bill as played by Peter Capaldi and Pearl Mackie.
One of Annie's oldest friends has come looking for her - and what's more amazing is
that she's found her. Denise is the ultimate party girl, and she's determined to bring
Annie out of her shell. Mitchell is delighted, but George really thinks the last thing they
need to do is to go out and meet new people. Annie and Denise throw themselves into
organising a Bingo night at the local sports hall - after all, it's for charity, and what's not
to love about having a good time? But why is Denise back in town? Why have Bristol's
vampires suddenly started hanging around wherever they go? And why does George
get the feeling that Bingo night is going to go horribly, horribly wrong? Featuring
Mitchell, George and Annie, as played by Aidan Turner, Russell Tovey and Lenora
Chichlow in the hit series created by Toby Whithouse for BBC Television
THE book the Time Lords (including the Doctor) read when studying at the Academy,
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the full-color in-world history that pieces together the true story of Gallifrey from the
many and contradictory accounts that survived the Last Great Time War. Doctor Who:
A Brief History of Time Lords tells the story of all of this ancient, legendary civilization,
of notable historical figures, of Gallifrey itself, of the Time War and much more. The
planet Gallifrey. The Shining World of the Seven Systems. Often to be found in the
constellation of Kasterborous. Birthplace of one of the oldest civilizations in the
universe: The Time Lords. From their technologies and strategies to the renegades like
the Master and the Doctor himself, this is the definitive guide to the oldest and most
powerful civilization in the universe. They invented black holes, transmits, stellar
manipulators, and they atrophied. A bunch of elderly academics in funny hats, the Time
Lords watched the whole history of creation. This was the civilization that inflicted some
of its most renowned and deadly renegades and criminals on the universe: the Master,
the Rani, the Monk, the War Chief, yet it was also the benevolent power that rid the
cosmos of the Great Vampires, the Racnoss and the Fendahl. Featuring full-color,
never-before-seen illustrations and a beautiful interior design, this is a highly collectible
in-world companion no Whovian can be without.
A 2,000 year old statue of Rose Tyler is a mystery that the Doctor and Rose can only
solve by travelling back to the time when it was made. But when they do, they find the
mystery is deeper and more complicated than they ever imagined. While the Doctor
searches for a missing boy, Rose befriends a girl who it seems can accurately predict
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the future. But when the Doctor stumbles on the terrible truth behind the statue, Rose
herself learns that you have to be very careful what you wish for. An adventure set in
Roman times, featuring the Tenth Doctor as played by David Tennant and his
companion Rose Tyler.
How do you win a battle when the dead fight on? The TARDIS arrives in Gaul in
451AD, on the eve of battle between the forces of Attila the Hun and those of the
crumbling Roman Empire. But the Doctor soon finds that both sides are being helped
by sinister, supernatural creatures. While Graham makes allies in the Roman camp and
Ryan is pursued by the enigmatic Legion of Smoke, the Doctor and Yasmin are
pressed into service as Attila’s personal sorcerers. But the Doctor knows there is
science behind the combat magicks – and that the true war will pit all humanity against
a ruthless alien threat. Featuring the Thirteenth Doctor, Yasmin, Ryan and Graham, as
played by Jodie Whittaker, Mandip Gill, Tosin Cole and Bradley Walsh.
Old legends and new worlds collide in this magnificent Doctor Who crossover with King
Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table. While investigating a strange energy in
Carbury, the Tenth Doctor and Donna Noble are pulled into a different dimension,
smashing a giant hole into another world in the process. As the magic of the hidden
dimension slowly seeps out, the Doctor and Donna find themselves in Camelot, where
a young squire, Arthur, comes to their aid, and when the Doctor is mistaken for Merlin,
they are swept up in the glamorous and daring legends of the Knights of the Round
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Table. But something far more menacing has been awakened. Caught in an ancient
battle for power, Donna and the Doctor are sucked into a dangerous game. As each
move is made and time spins faster, the Doctor must find a way to seal the rift before
an unimaginable power is unleashed and the universe is laid to waste.
A beautifully illustrated collection of new Doctor Who stories, each featuring one of the
twelve Doctors on a festive adventure in theTARDIS. Written by six authors and with a
full-page colour illustration for each story, these tales are full of magic, mystery,
wonder, excitement - and everything else that fans love about a Doctor Who Christmas
special.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER What are you afraid of? In his first-ever Doctor
Who novel, Tom Baker’s incredible imagination is given free rein. A story so epic it was
originally intended for the big screen, Scratchman is a gripping, white-knuckle thriller
almost forty years in the making. The Doctor, Harry and Sarah Jane Smith arrive at a
remote Scottish island, when their holiday is cut short by the appearance of strange
creatures – hideous scarecrows, who are preying on the local population. The islanders
are living in fear, and the Doctor vows to save them all. But it doesn’t go to plan – the
time travellers have fallen into a trap, and Scratchman is coming for them. With the fate
of the universe hanging in the balance, the Doctor must battle an ancient force from
another dimension, one who claims to be the Devil. Scratchman wants to know what
the Doctor is most afraid of. And the Doctor’s worst nightmares are coming out to
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play...
When Liz Shaw's friend Jean goes missing, the Doctor and U.N.I.T. are drawn to the
scene to investigate. Soon Liz discovers a potential alien invasion that will have farreaching affects on her life, and the Doctor is unexpectedly re-united with an old
enemy.
The Doctor is the newest inmate at the most secure prison in the universe and
immediately starts trying to escape; the Governor, the man responsible for the entire
prison, sets out to find out why.
‘Hello, sweetie!’ Melody Pond, Melody Malone, River Song...She has had many
names. Whoever she really is, this archaeologist and time traveller has had more
adventures (and got into more trouble) than most people in the universe. And she’s
written a lot of it down. Well, when you’re married to a Time Lord (or possibly not), you
have to keep track of what you did and when. Especially as it may not actually have
happened to both of you yet. These are just a few of River Song’s exploits, extracted
from her journals. Sometimes, she is with the Doctor. Sometimes she’s on her own.
But wherever and whenever she may be, she is never far from danger and excitement.
This is just a tiny portion of her impossible life. But it will reveal more than you’ve ever
known about the legend that is River Song.
Doctor and Martha are transported by the Tardis to the mysterious Museum of the Last
Ones. There, in the Earth section, they discover every extinct creature - all still alive
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and in suspended animation. Preservation is the Museum's only job. And for millennia
the Museum has been trying to trace one elusive specimen: the last of the Time Lords.
It's a brand-new Mad Libs based on the beloved, long-running, British science fiction
television series "Doctor Who, " with 21 original stories. Illustrations. Consumable.
"The Doctor is repairing the TARDIS systems once again when it is swept up by a
garbage ship roving through space, the Quetzal. When another ship approaches and
takes the Quetzal by force, the Doctor discovers that he and Sam are not the only
unwitting travelers on board -- there is a strangely familiar survival pod in the hold.
Delani, the captain of the second ship, orders the pod to be opened. The Doctor is
powerless to intervene as Davros is awakened once again. But this is no out-and-out
rescue of Davros. Delani and his crew are Thals, the sworn enemies of the Daleks.
They intend to use Davros as a means to wipe out the Daleks, finally ridding the
universe of the most aggressive, deadly race ever to exist. But the Doctor is still
worried. For there is a signal beacon inside the pod, and even now a Dalek ship is
closing in."--Page 4 of cover.
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